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1 . QSWEML jPROGRiiMiiûi； OF ；WORK COVERING 丄 SfíSCIFIC fSRIOD •• JTEM 6 OF THE 

AOENM (T)ocu^r¡ts"l3D5A4- artd /MÎchl, 2, 5.) -、 

The CHAIRMAN referred the Board to the documents in question and in 

portlittlar to EB5/14 Add.2: "Summary of Views of Members of the Executive 

Board on the General Programme of Work covering a Specific Period’" 

He thought it advisable to go through the document item by Itam so that 

desired modifications could be introduced. Ten members had communicatea 

their views in accordance with tha resolution adopted at the fourth session of 

the Srecutive Board: 

"That the views of the members of the Executive Board be invited on both 

the technical and administrative aspects of the programa, taking into 

consideration the apportionment of the activities at Headquarters and 

in., the regional offices". . 

Professor Fiiiieat-'s paper had arrived a little later and was embodied 

in EB5/14 Add.3. 

V • 

HIDE suggested that there might be a general exchange of views on the 

nature of the documant required so that something more than words might be 

produced. • He had given considerable thought to the matter and considered that 

tiu production of a really ar^oquate document would be of great use to the 

Organization. He had set out his views, with specific proposals, in a letter 

...ddressed to the Director-General and had transmitted copies to the members of 

the Board. There was probably a general desire to have- a clear statement as 

to the goals to be reached in the next f a w years； it was, in fact, essential 

that tha Organization should be able to furnish information on this point to 

responsible officials who had not sufficient time to read through long documents. 

A framework for a specific period and a briof statement of objectives to be 

aimcjd at during the next fdw y¿ars wore needed. In the document ha had' 

presented to the 3oard stress was laid on the necessity for the develo^ont of 
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national public-health services and it should be possible to evaluate the 

services provided in Member countries; perhaps minimum services to be provided 

”¿í: 1 

within the period laid down should be specified and there should be some moans 

Of determining the ciegrae of accomplishment of thû objective. It .was to b@ 

hoped that the discussion would produce a precise document which would aake it 

possible to шазиг® ochievemsnts during a defined period. 

Dr. ST/iáPiiR stated that the programme envisaged, could be elaborated on 

eitiièr a long-, or short-terra basis. He did not, however, consider ttjat the 

Organization was as yet sufficiently strong or wsll-establishcd to carry out 

a long-term programme? in asry case, he considered short-terra activities 

preferable. In his coram^nts on activities to cover a specific period he had 

particularly stressed that thâ central office shó\¿d' 'dsal only with matters 

of global interest and that ragionalization should be the chief point of the 

programme and the method adopted for the strengthening of national health 

services; local problems and local needs could only be jjiet regionally. The 

sending of people from the central office into regions from time to time was 

not an efficient way of meeting local needs. I f during a pariod of about three 

y^ars it wea?e possible to organize properly the regional offices this would be 

an aehievBmsnt of real value. biedical education was also a point which should 

be stressed. 

The CHAIPJÍAN stated that the Board would be required to decide on a 

specific period for carrying out a genaral programme of work and then to 

consider how oftan the programme should be reviewed' in order to keep pace with 

developanents. It would also be necessary to decide whether a vory definite 

outline could be fixed for such a programme. Lastly, there must be a deci-

sion whether both the objectives and methods of achieving them should be 
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defined at once or whether, the objectives having been fixed, the methods of 

achieving them should Ьз decidod upon in the light of the periodic reviews of 

developments. 

к 

Dr. HOJER said that he was increasingly uncertain as to the desirability 

af a iix-Gd period of fiva or ten y^ars. He agï^ed. Yàth Dr. Hyde that there 

should be some standardization in national health services and some stipulation 

ábout minimum functions, but the problem presented difi'lcultios and thqro 

•WBiNi advantages as wall as disadvantages in any attempt at standardization； 

there was. for example, the djiger of loss of flexibility; conditions differed 

.and systems were not equally suitable for all countries. There cûuLd only Ьз ' 

standardization of certain basic prácticos; regiens ahoold b« loft tü develop 

their own. systems under expert guidance. The present aira should be to arrive 

at a programme someiThere between tho long-term and annual programmes of the 

Organization. , 
* 

Dr。 НХШ wished to clarify a misanderstanding: it had not been his 

intention to advocate standard^at-i.on. In the letter to which he had referred, 

be had clearij stated s ‘ 

, , T h o aft calls for the development^ in aach Member State and dependency ‘ 

thsroof, of a full-time national health structure, competent to carry out 

an cffec-tivs health programo. That vrould s to be the very first 

requirement, i f ？fflO is to accomplish its overall objuctives. Beyond that, 

it calls for the gstting under way of epocific active programmes in all 

Member States, in areas of health activities which aro basic and of 

priority interest to the WHO. Such prograB账s would, admittedly, vary 

• greatly in extent and tachnical quality. Hovraysr, Ш С should assure 

itself that work is going forward at least in thes^ fields, everywhere.. 

Then, later, it can concentrata on improving tho extent and quality of the 

work where it is weak;" ' 

Dr- ^ О Ш А considered th-.t ILc 广一./bl、.u： r^j ped by Dr. Hyde concerning the 

of nation^] health services was iraport^.nt cind fundamental, but 

that there n p c ； Ideal difficulties. It would take many y^ars to persuade 
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certain governments to establish full-time health services. In Mexico, the 

Institute of Inter-^erican A f i ^ r s had at one time been willing to spend a 

great deal of money in an attempt to improve public-health services in Mexico; 

they had increased the salaries of trained public-health personnel and of 

r s s e a r c h w o r k e r s ' ' s o m e Progress had been made, but it was slow, and when the' 

funds of the Institute were exhausted the situation had reverted to its 

Готег state. Other government officials in Mexico were on a part-ti^e basis, 

and this also would make it very difficult to put health services on a 

satisfactory basis. 7ffl0>s task was an extremely important one, but it could 

.only be accomplished in relation to economic and social evolution, otherwise 

no progress could be maintained. 

T h G DIRECTOR-ŒNEÎUL stated that it was important to recognize that a 

great number of people were concerned with this problem and veiy anxious 

indeed to develop full-time public-health services in their countr ies . . 

Dr. Hyde's point was important, but what Dr.. Zozaya had said was also 

absolutely true. In тацу countries, technical people could not be employnd 

О П a f u l l - t i i n e b a s i s i n t h e health services, because such posts did not . 

provide sufficient security of tenure； development of a raasonable degree of. 

security of tenure was apparent^ a prerequisite of full-time public-health 

services. He would suggest that it was incumbent upon the Organization 

definitely to recognize the importance of full-time, employment in public-health 

work in the interest of efficiency, but it was obvious this could not be 

Kb.坧ved quickly; in many cases development depended upon developments in 

other departments of government services. He felt , however, that the sound-

n 8 S S 。f t h e p r i n c i P l e s h o u l d b e estaoliehed, and that WHO should aim at putting 

rvincip^ into Opération whenever and wherever possible. I n шагу 
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countries it would not be pocsibls within the specific period it was intended 

t o establish, but he agreed with Dr. Hyde that the eventual necessity for it . 

should‘be.affirmed. 

Dr. ST^liPAR advocated the right psychological approach and a pioneering 

spirit as being of more value than millions of dollars. It was true that in 

many countries economic and social conditions preventsd the development of 

public-health services of the type envisaged. Nsrvertheless, in his experience 

trained doctors and workers Imbued with the right spirit could do a great deal 

to develop public-health services even without tha consent or support of 

governments, and even without monçy. Work of the type he had in mind could 

n o t b e d o n e ^cording to a pattern} it must be done through direct contact 

with the people who themselves became collaborators in the development of 

public health. 

•îlternata to rrofnssor De 

Dr. van den BBHG/stated that the quastion of the division of work batmen 

Headquarters and regional offices had been discussed also by the Caranitteo ôn 

Ministration and Finance. Нз agreed that work of worldwide interest must be 

d o n e a t Headquarters, but the most important part of the work under 讹at had 

been， up to the present, called the Department of Operational Services should 

b e d o n e through the regional offices; when the various regional offices had 

been established, Ha^dquart.rs' work in the field of advisory services should 

be confined to general supervision; that was thS only way in which the money 

available for regional needs could be well spent. 

Dr. de P'ULA S0U2A felt that no member of the ¿oard would deny that the 

national health services were an indispensable part of health services in 

general, and that they required trained personnel to ensure their efficioncy. 

But great d i f f s r e n c e s existed between countries; much could be done, as 
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Dr. Stampar had poirrte<Lwt-botb_by~or^aniaing—拥rvices and inspiring public 

opinion in a country where mortality was hi^i , but i t must not be forgotten that 

another country raidit have a lower rate of mortality, despite its lack of 

organized healtii services, simply because the economic and social level of its 

population was hi^ier. There was, therefore, no absolute relationship between 

the extent of the health services and the standard of health obtained. Both 

situations, however, required regular trained personnel; it was useless to think 

of the full-time personnel to 胁ich. Dr. Zozaya had referred, váthout ensuring that 

such personnel were fully trained. 

Experience in his own country had convinced Dr. de Paula Souza that training 

as a public health officer must supplement other specialized training. In that 

connexion he paid a tribute to the Rockefeller Foundation, and the facilities it 

had offered for organizing training centres throu^out the -world. Such training . 

centres were essential, but they should not necessarily‘follow the 日ame pattern 

or programme, ratíier the latter should be appropriate to the situation viiich it 

bad to meet. Nor must training be given exclusively to public-health officersí 

.it should be extended to doctors in general, and to engineers. 

Dr. MACKENZIE, yfoile appreciating the documents submitted to the Executive 

Board, was not convinced of tiie need for yet another health programme, Ihe 

Organization had already "Uie long-term programme provided by the Constitution, 

supplemented by the m>rk budgets given at the two Health Assemblies； it was 

clear that work already begun must be continued. He supported- № . Stampar's 

view that iiie Organization did not require a long-term programme at the moment, 

being still in the pioneer stage of collecting information on which to base its 

activities; a programme covering more than two or three years would be premature 
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at a time when it was not known -vhat regionaliz,aticn would produce • Moreover^ 

. - . ; , . - . , . . . 、 . . . . " . . . . . . . • ‘ ‘ ‘ .〉 

the comprehensive prograjmne already laid domi by the Health Assemblies was quite 

able to absorb the financial resources of the Organization for "some time to come* 

Dr# GEAR reminded the Board that it was for the first time called upon to 

discharge tiie functions laid upon it Ъу Article 2B (g) of the Constitution, namely, 

of submitting to the Health Assembly for consideration and approval a general 

programe of work covering a specific period ； those ins tractions had been rein— 

forced by Resolution WIA 2 • The Board had, therefore^ a splendid opportunity 

for developing its philosodiy and producing an integrated and well-balanced 

programme 0 • 

It v/as • encc^aging to note from the papers submitted that members of. the 

Board were almost imanimous on general principles. The activities of the 

Organization derived from the proposals of the First and Second Health Assemblies 

. » . * 

(Official Records Ncse 13 and 18)， but there was a lack of a prepared philosophy 

necessary to educate not only the peoples of the world， the national administrations 

and their health departments, but also the international public services, of "vdiich 

the World Health Organization т/as a part, 

Dr» Gear drew attention to his отш viewss as put forward in document EB5/14 

(pages 2 and 3 ) . The basis of all healthy in his opinion，lay in the fostering 

of a sense of service^ initiative, sôlf 如reliance and responsibility; such 

considerations must be borne in mind if the ultimate achievements of the Organization 

were .to prove solid. Nor must the h"uman background be ignored - the form of local 

justice and social the social conscience^ the educational system^ the 

intellectual and sci㊀ntifib standards and the local economic system (the latter 

point had already been brought out dtiring the discussion). Those fimdaraental 

factors Varied considerably from"country to country, and must be taken into accôunt 
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by national and inter-national bodies. 

H e Proposed, therefore, that the introduction to the work programme should 

o o n t a i n s o m e reference to the principles guiding the Organization, particular 

emphasis being laid on local initiative, self-reliance and responsibility. 

Such emphasis must also be reflected in the methods proposed. One could adopt 

the system of sending out teams from the centre to work in the various regions, 

a type of remote control which made a particular appeal to those vto were 

impatient to cure the ills of the world. Or one could, as Dr. Stampar had pointed 

out》foster local initiative. It was the latter method vdiich the Organization 

should adopt; national and international health services should insist on 

application of standards by the local tmit - the family, village, district and 

ultimately the region. The functions of the Organization would be confined to 

supervision, advice, and co-ordination, direct action being taken only in cases 

of emergency. Once the basic principles were accepted, the programe followed 

naturaUy, 

Dr. ТОК was particularly in favour of support being given to the regional 

organizations,. and of the national health administrations being strengthened 

and enabled to pursue the objectives of the Organization. He further considered 

that priority should be given to the eradication of endemic diseases, taking into 
» 

account the sanitary conditions prevalent in certain countries. 

. 、 • • . ， • 

• Regarding the length of the programme, he advocated a four-year plaii^ conceived 

in "two-year periods 

Professer PARISOT quoted as a guiding principle the Preamble to the Constitution: 

"Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not 

merely the absence of disease or infirmity," Not merely to combat disease but to 

eradicate its sources was the basis of modern preventive medicine. If it tos 
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desired that healthy children should be born into healthy surroimding, it was 

essential that the f i ^ t against disease should be accompanied by a raising of 

the standard of living, with its attendant requirements in terms of housing多 

environmental sanitation, etc» 

The past years had shoiim the extent to vhxoh the health of a population was 

dependent on its economic and social conditions# There were夂 of course, other 

agencies, such as the Social Commission of thé United‘Nations, which specialised 

in such work, and mth #iich the Organization was in close collaboration in 

certain fields• But the Organization^ o-vrn action with regard to the control of 

disease was inconceivable -without some reference to the social and economic 

conditions of the population. Its policy should be to promote measures designed 

to protect, not merely the people !s health, but their -vdicle life, physical and 

mental» Of that programme the training of personnel and the health education of 

the public were essential parts. 

Dr. HÔJER thought that the Organization^ jiiiloscphy should not be too 

narrowly conceived, "While local responsibility must be encouraged, central 

responsibility should not be ignored, althou^ the -form it took must depend on the 

stage of develcpuent of the various countries¿ 

The situation had changed some油at since the Director-General had been asked 

to prepare a work programme and had sou^t the advice of the Executive Boarde 

Since then the United Nations had requested the World Health Organization not to 

embark upon any new activities, the expert committees on priority subjects had 

put forward their proposals, and there -was sufficient material for a programme 

•which would absorb the fimds at the Organization1 s disposal. 

The CHAIRMAN reminded the meeting that the work programme -was ultimately the 

responsibility of the Executive Board. 
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Siírmtarizing the discussion, he. said that the Board must decide Aether Its 

programme should embrace three, four, five or six years. As regards guiding 

principles, the feeling of the meeting appeared to be that the initiative and-

self-reliance cf the variouc:countries should be encouraged, the Organization 

retaining responsibility for co-ordination and action in cases of emergency. 

The policy Remanded, the strengthening of national health administrations and • 

cnnsequently： the trailing of personnel. Emfiiasis would be on preventive rather 

than curative medicine, and on the spirit animating both the training of medical, 

nursing and ancillary etaff, and the health education cf the.public• 

It would be 让e function of the Organization to co-ordinate, plan> and suggest 

projects to governments for their consideration, in particular to press the 

advantages to be gained from employing trained public-health administrators. 

Regional organizations would \югк along the general, lines laid dowi by the .central 

Organization, which would retain the responsibility for supervision and cc-crdinaticn. 

Dr. HYDE thou^it that a much stronger position should be taken m t h regard to 

national health administrations. The difficulties of Dr. Zazaya spoke 

•were a challenge tc the Organization, láiich should： make it its duty to see that 

healtíi services led the ш у in development, emphasizing that without them no econonlo 

or social progress was possible. I t was the governments themselves, who were 

possessed of the financial authority, and net their health administrations, whidh 

must be convinced cf the ultimate advantages to be ^ i n e d from efficient health • 

services. The World Health Organization was the proper bpdy to bring such 

advantages to their notice, thus-enabling the great number of staff already trained 

in public-health work tc use their training. 

The GHAIRMAN agreed that countries, vsrjing considerably in the number and 
• .. • -

standards cf their health personnel, required to be convinced of the importance of . 
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.health services, and of the assistance the Organization could give in training 

personnel. . They must also be impressed with the significance cf preventive 

medicine. 

The proposal put fcrward by Dr. Villarama for the collection cf data from . 

> • • 

the various countries, with a view to determining i/iiich administrations required 

strengthening and in what direction, might prove useful. 

Dr. de PAULAoOUZA drew attention tc the danger of the Organization • . . 

interfering toe much in national health services； it should, supplement tiie latteiv . 

but not give the impression.of being a super-Ministry of Health. Assistance should 

be by means of fellowships, and facilities for visiting other countries, in 

particular the demonstration areas "Aich, under inspiring leadership, could set an 

example cf gcod health administration for the region in question; standardization 

would thus be avoided4 . . . . . . 

• ‘’ ‘ ； 

Dr, van den BERG emphasized tho necessity of specialized public-health training. 

The CHAIRMAN took the feeling of the meeting to be that a sound public-health 

sorvice required trained personnel at all levels,, neceasitating 'specialist coriraes 
at the universities and sound training vdthin the administration itself . №e . 

• • 

Organization should stimulate such training and, in the \mder-4ievelcped ccuntries, 

assist in the establishment cf centres. There was no question of the World 

Health Organization's imposing its Constitution or some particular method on 

Member States； its role was rather tc give advice, 'taking into account local 

conditions as ascertained frcsn visits or the collection of data. 

Dr. GEAR thouf^it that care must..be taken in the use of the term "national' 

health administrations" "which tended to suggest a centralized service, not 

always possible or even desirable. Many countries organized their systems en a 

• . • . • i 

regional basis, and he Tvould, therefore, prefer the. tern "public-health services"-
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or "commvinity health services" • 

№e СНАШШ1 thcu^it that the tern in use was vdder in its significance 

than Dr. Gear would allow. 

The meeting rose at 6.30 p.m. 
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1. GSNSML PROGRMmS OF WORK COVERING a SPECIFIC FM1ÜD 

(Document EB5/14 and ¿dd .l , 2 , 3)： Item 6 of the agenda 

The CHAIRMAN referred the Board to the documents in question and in 

particular to SB5/14 Add*2: "Summary of Views of Members of the Executive 

Board on the General Programme of Work covering a Specific Period 

He thought it advisable to go through the document item by item so that 

any desired modifications could be introduced. Ten members had communicated 

theit views in accordance with the resolution adopted at the fourth session of 

the Executive Board: 

"That the views of the members of the Executive Board be invited on both 

the technical and administrative aspects of the prógramms, taking into 

consideration the apportionment of the activities at Headquarters and 

in the regional offices". 

Professor PARISOT's paper had arrived a little later and was embodied 

in EB5/14 Add.3. 

Dr. HYDS suggested that there might be a general exchange of views on the 

nature of the document required so that something more than words might be 

produced。 He had given considerable thought to the matter and considered that 

the production of a really adequate document would be of great use to the 

Organization. He had set out his views, with specific proposals^ in a letter 

addressed to the Director-General and had transmitted copies to the members of 

the Board. There was probably a general desire to have a clear statement as 

to the goals to be reached in the next few years; it was, in fact, essential 

that the Organization should be able to furnish information on this point to 

responsible officials who had not sufficient time to read through long doc"uments. 

A framework for a specific period and a brief statement of objectives to be 

aimed at during the next few years were needed• In the document he had 

ргэsentad to the Board stress was laid on the necessity for the development of 



national public-health services and it 

services provided in Member countries； 

should be possible to evaluate the 

perhaps minimum services to be provided 

within the period laid down should be specified and there should be some means 

of determining the degree of accomplishment of tha objective. It was to be 

hoped that the discussion would produce a'precise document which would make it 

possible to measure achievements during a defined period. 

Dr. ST/JjiPAR stated that the programme envisaged could be elaborated on 

either a long-, or short-term basis. He did not, however, consider that the 

Organization ivas as yet sufficiently strong or well-established to carry out 

a long-term programme； in any case, he considered, short-term activities 

preferable. In his comments on activities to cover a specific period he had 

particularly stressed that the central office should deal only with matters 

of global interest and that regionalization should be the chief point of the 

programme and the method adopted for ths strengthening of national health 

services; local problems and. local needs could only be met regionally. The 

sending of people from the central office into regions from time to time was 

not.an, efficient way of meeting local needs. I f during a poriod of about three 

y^ars it were possible to organize properly the regional offices this would be 

an achievenant of real value. Medical education was also a point which should 

be stressed. 

The CH/JEîMAN stated that the Board would be required to decide on a 

specific period for carrying out a general programme of work and then to 

consider how often the programme should be reviewed in order to keep pace m t h 

developments。 It would also be necessary to decide whether a very definite 

outline could be fixed for such a programme. Lastly, there must be a decision 

as to whether both the objectives and methods of achieving them should be 
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defined at ©г A e t h e r , the ©fejeetives having been fixed, the methods of 

achieving them should ba de idad щош in Ш@ light of the periodic reviews of 

developments. 

Df . HOJSR said that ho was ii^reas^agly vtfieertaim as ts the desirability 

of a fixed peried five or tea yaar$. H® ag^reed with Dr. Hyde that there 

should bs sorn âtaïîdardization in aatiomal keálth services and some stipulation 

about ainimtm tm&tims, but th© problem presented many difficulties and there 

were； advantages as well as disadvaatages in ату attempt at standardization; 

there was, for example, the d.jig©r of loss of flexibility; conditions differed 

and systems were not equally suitable for all countries. There could only be 

standardization of certain basic practices: regions should be left to develop 

their own systems under expert guidance. The present aim should be to arrive 

at a programme somewhere between the long-term and annual programmes of the 

Organization. 

Dr. HYDE wished to clarify a misunderstanding: it had not besn his 

intention to advocate standardization. In tha letter to which he had referred, 

hs had clearly stated î 

"Tho draft calls for the development, in each Member State and dependency 

thereof, of a full-tims national health structure, competent to carry out 

an effective health programme. That would s ;зт to be the very first 

requirement, i f 7Ш0 is to accomplish its overall objectives. Beyond th二t, 
•it calls for the getting under vray of specific active programmes in all * 

Member ¿tates, in areas of health activities which are basic and of 

priority interest to the WHO. Such programmes would, admittedly, vary 

greatly in extent and technical quality. However, TJHO should assure 

itself that work is going forward at lsast in these； fields, everywhere。 

Thèn, later, it can concentrato on improving the extent and quality of the 

work where it is weak." 

Dr. ZOZáYA considered that the problem raised by Dr. Hyde concerning the 

strengthening of national health services was important and fundamental, but 

that there were practical difficulties. It would take many years to persuade 
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certain governments to establish full-time health services. In Mexico the 

Institute of Inter-American Afffitks had at one time been willing to spend a 

great deal of money in an attempt to improve public-health services in Mexico; 

they had increased the salaries of trained public-health personnel and of 

research workers; some progress had been made, but it was slow, and when the 

funds of the Institute were exl^u^t-J .thü situation had reverted to its 

former state. Other government officials in Mexico were on a part-time basis, 

and this also would make it very difficult to put health services on a 

satisfactoiy basis. TfflO's task was an extremely important.one, but it could 

'bnly.be accomplished in rslation to economic and social evolution, otherwise 

no progress could be maintained. 

The DIRECTOR-ŒNERAL stated that it was important to recognize that, a 

.great manber of people were concerned with this problem and very anxious 

indeed to develop full-time public-health services in their countries. . 

Dr. Hyde 1 s point was important, but what Dr.. Zosaya had said also 

absolutely true. In many countries, technical people.could not be employed 

on a full-time basis in the health services, because such posts did not 

provide sufficient security of tenure； development of. a reasonable degree of 

security of tenure was apparently, a prerequisite of' full-time public-health 

services. He would suggest that it was incumbent upon the Organization 

, . • . • \ 

definitely to recognize the importance, of full-time‘ employment in public-health 

work in the interest of efficiency, but it was obvious this could not be 

achieved quickly; in many ca^es development depended upon, developments in 

other departments of government services. He felt, however, that the sound-

ness of the principle should be established, and that ÏÎH0 should aim at putting 

that principle into operation whenever and wherever possible. In many 



countries it would not be possible within the specific period it was intended 

to establish, but he agreed with Dr. Hyde that the eventual necessity for it 

should be affirmed. 

Dr. STiJÍPAR advocated the right psychological approach and a pioneering 

spirit as being of more value than millions of dollars. It was true that in 

many countries economic and social conditions prevented the development of 

public-health services of the type envisaged. Nevertheless, in his experience 

trained doctors and workers imbued with the right spirit could do a great deal 

to develop public-health services even without tha consent or support of 

governments, and even without money. ¥vork of tha type he had in mind could 

not be done according to a pattern ; it must be done through direct contact 

with the people who themselves became collaborators in the development of 

public health. 

Dr. van den BERG stated that the qussticn of tha division of work batvreen 

Headquarters and regional officcô had been discussed also by the Committee on 

^ministration and Finance. Нэ agreed that work of worldwide interest must be 

done at Headquarters, but the most important part of th¿ work under what had 

been, up to the present, called the Department of Operational Services should 

be done through the regional offices; when the various regional offices had. 

been established, Headquarters1 work in the field of advisoiy services should 

be confined to general supervision; that was ths only way in which the money 

available for regional needs could be well spent. 

Dr. de Paula SOÜZA felt that no member of the Board would deny that the 

national health services were an indispensable part of health services in 

general, and that they required trained personnel to ensure their efficiency. 

But great differences existed between countries; much could be done, as 
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Dr, S t a m i P . r p o i n t e d . . out-bo^-JDy~orgarilzing.^ervi--- an^ inspiring public 

opinion in a country where mortality was h i ^ , but i t must not be forgotten that 

another -.ountry might have a lower rate of mortality, despite its lack of 

organized health services, simply because the economic and social level of its 

population was hi^ier. There wass thereforeno absolute relationship between 

the extent of the health services and the standard of health obtained. Both 

situatiom, howevei-； required regular trained personnel; it was' useless to think 

of the Ги丄:U«time personnel to which Dr. Zozaya had referred, mthout ensuring that 

such pertonnel were fully trained. 

Experience in his own country had convinced Dr. de Paula Souza that training 

as a publie ••！ r'-^rc-x ...nr" -"p-lement oth-=- j n that 

connexion he paid a tribiifce to the RccVof, i"1- foundations and the facilities it 

had offered for organizing training centres throughout the world. Such training 

centres r?re essential, but they should not necessarily follow the same pattern 

or progrci.nme, rather the latter should be appropriate to the situation vhlct it 

had to meet. Nor must training be given exclusively to public-iiealth officers; 

it should be extended to doctors in general? and to engineers, 

D r * 'MCKENZIE, #iile appreciating the docwents subnitted to the Executive 

Board, waá not convinced of the need for yet another health programme. îhe 

Organization had already the long-term prograiome provided by the Constitution, 

.supplemented by the тгогк budgets given at the two Health Assemblies； it was 

clear that work already begun must be continued. He supported Dr, Stamparls 

view that the Organization did not require a long-tem programme at the. moment, 

being still in the pioneer stage of collecting information on which to base its 

activities； a programme covering more than two or three years would be premature 



at a time when it was not known viiat regionalization would produce. Moreover) 

the comprehensive programme already laid down by the Health Assemblies was quite 

able to absorb the financial resources of ihe Organization for some time to come. 

Dr‘ GEAR reminded the Board that it was for the first time called upon to 

discharge the functions laid upon it by Article 28 (g) of the Constitution, namely， 

oí‘ sabmitting to the Healtii Assembly fcr consideration and approval a general 

.programme of work covering a specific period; those instructions had been rein-

? o r c o d ЬУ ^solution 丽A 2 , 6 2 。 T h e Board had,, therefore, a splendid opportunity 

for developing its philosophy and producing an integrated and well-balanced 

programme 0 

It was encouraging to note from the papers stibnitted that members of the 

Боагс! were almost unanimous on general principles, The activities of the 

Orgaidzation derived from tiie proposals of the First arid Second Health Assemblies 

Nos, 13 and 18), but there was a lack of a prepared philosophy 

necessary to educate not only the peoples of the world, the national administrations 

and their health départants, but also the international public servi ces г of �vhich 

the World Health Organization was a part. ‘ 

Dr。Gear drew attention to his ovjn views5 as put îvrwarô. in document EB5/14 

(pages 2 and 3 ) . The basis of all health, in his opinion, lay in the fostering 

of a sense of service, initiative, self-reliance and responsibility; such 

considerations must be borne in mind if the ultimate achievements of the Organization 

w e x e 忉 prove solid. Nor must the human background be ignored � t h e form of local 

justice and social law，the social conscience, the educational system., the 

intellectual and scientific standards and the local economic system '(the latter 

point, had already been brought out during the discussion). Those fundamental 

factors varied considerably from country to country, and must be taken into account 
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by national and international bodies. 

He proposed, therefore, that the introduction to the work programme should 

contain some reference to the principles guiding the Organization, particular 

emphasis being laid on local initiative, self-reliance and responsibility. 

Such emphasis must also be reflected in the methods proposed. One could adopt 

the system of sending out teams from the centre to work in the various regions, 

a type of remote control which made a particular appeal to those viio were 

impatient to cure the ills of the world. Or one could, as Dr, Stampar had pointed 

out, foster local initiative. It was the latter method vriiich the Organization 

should adopt； national and international health services should insist on 

application of standards by the local unit - the family, village, district and 

ultimately the region. The functions of the Organization would be confined to 

supervision, advice, and coordination, direct action being taken only in cases 

of emergency. Once the basic principles were accepted, the programme followed 

naturally. 

Dr. ТОК was particularly in favour of support being given to the regional 

organizations, and of the national health administrations being strengthened 

and enabled to pursue the objectives of the Organization. He further considered 

that priority should be given to the eradication of endemic diseases, taking into 

account the sanitary conditions prevalent in certain countries. 

Regarding the length of the programme, he advocated a four-year plan, conceived 

In two»year periods. 

Professor PARISOT quoted as a guiding principle the Preamble to the Constitution: 

"Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not 

merely the absence of disease or infirmity." Not merely to combat disease but to 

eradicate its sources was the basis of modern preventive medicine. If it was 



desired that healthy children should be born into healthy surrounding, it was 

essential that the fi^it against disease should be accompanied by a raising of 

the standard of living, with its attendant requirements in terms of housing, 

, ‘ f • 

environmental sanitation, etc» 

The past years had shown the extent to which the health of a population was 

dependent on its economic and social conditions. There were, of course, other 

agencies, such as the Social Commission of United Nations、:'which specialized 

in such тюгк, and with #iich the Organization was in close collaboration in 

certain fields. But the Organization^ own action with regard to the control of 

disease was inconceivable without some reference to the social and economic 

conditions cf the population. Its policy should be to promote measures designed 

to protect, not merely the people's health, but №eir 油ole life, physical and 

mental. Of that programme the training of personnel and the health education of 

the public were essential parts. 

Dr. HOJER thought that the Organization's philospjhy should not be too 

narrowly conceived, "While local responsibility must be encouraged, central 

responsibility should not be ignored, although the form it took must depend on the 

stage of develofment of the various countries. 

The situation had changed soifteiíáiat since the Director-General had been asked 

to prepare a work programme and had sou^t the advice of the Executive Board. 

Since then the United Nations had requested the World Health Organization not to 

* \ 

embark upon any new activities, the expert committees on priority subjects had 

put forward their proposals, and there was sufficient material for a programme 

which would absorb ihe funds at the Organization«s disposal. 

The CHAIRMAN reminded the meeting that the work programme was ultimately the 

responsibility of the Executive Board. 



Summarizing the discussion, he said that the Board must decide Aether its 

programme should embrace three, four, five or six years. As regards guiding 「 

principles, the feeling of the meeting appeared to be that the initiative and 

self-reliance of the variotíc^countries should be encouraged, the Organization 

retaining responsibility for co-ordination and action in cases of emergency. 

The policy demanded the strengthening of national health administrations and 

consequently tiie traiatag of personnel. Bnphasis would be on preventive rather 

than curative medicine, and on tile spirit animating both the training of medical, 

nursing and ancillary staff, and the health education of the public. 

It would be the function of the Organization to co-ordinate, plan, and suggest 

projects to governments for their consideration,'in particular to press the 

advantages to be gained from employing trained public-health administrators! 

Regional organizations would work along the general lines laid down by the central 

Organization, which would retain the responsibility for supervision and -co-ordination. 

D r ' H Ï D E t h o u g h t 让帥 a m u c h sponger position should be taken with regard to 

national health administrations. The difficulties of yhxch Dr. Zozaya spoke 

were a challenge tc the Organization,油ich should make it its duty to see that 

h e S l t h S e r v i c e s l e d 让e i n development, emphasising that mthout them no economic 

0 Г S 0 C Í a l p r 0 g r e s s w a s P a s i b l e . I t was the governments themselves, ^hc were 

P O S S € S S e d C f t h e f i n a n c l a l a 她 o r i t h and net their health administrations, which 

m U S t c o n v i n c e d c f t h e ultimate advantages to be gained from efficient health 

services• The World Health Organization was the proper body to bring such 

advantages to their notice, thus enabling the great nmber of staff already trained 

in public-health work tc use their training. 

№ e 侧 工 ― t h a t countries, varying considerably in the mxmber and 

standards cf their health personnel, required'to be convinced of the importance of 



health services, and of the assistance the Organization could give in training 

personnel. They must also be impressed with the significance cf preventive 

medicine. 

The propesa/, put fcrward by Dr. Villarama for the collection cf data from 

the various countries, with a view to determining >àich administrations required 

strengthening and in what direction, might prove useful. 

Dr. de Paula SOUZA drew attention to the danger of the Organization 

interfering too much in national health services; it should supplement the latter^ 

but not give the impression of being a super-Ministry of Health. Assistance should 

be by means of fellowships, and facilities for visiting other countries, in 

particular the demonstration areas i/Mch, under inspiring leadership^ could set an 

example cf good health administration for the region in question; standardization 

would thus be avoided. 

Dr. van den BERG emphasized the necessity of specialized public-health training. 

The CHAIRMAN took the feeling of the meeting to be that a sound publicólea1th 

service required trained personnel at all levels, necessitating specialist courses, 

at the universities and sound training mthin the administration itself. The 

Organization should stimulate such training and, in the xmder-clevelcped countries, 

assist in the establishment cf centres. There was no question of the World 

Health Organization¡s imposing its Constitution or some particular method on 

Member States ； its role was rather tc give advice, taking into account lccal 

conditions as ascertained from visits or the collection of data. 

Dr. GEAR thou^t that care must be taken in the use cf the term иnational 

health administrations" iwhich tended to suggest a centralized service^ not 

always possible cr even desirable. Many countries organized their systems en a 

regional basis/and he uvould, therefore, prefer the term "public-health services" 
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or "conrnimity health services". 

The CHAIRMAN thou^it that the term in use was wider in its significance 

than Dr. Gear would allowt 

The meeting rose at 6,30 p.m. 


